
Canadian Pharmacy Pharmacy Shipping To USA 

Canada Drugs Canada Pharmacy is part of a leading international global online prescription 
delivery marketplace providing genuine, branded 
and generic medication of superior quality at affordable prices from 
their global network of regulated and licensed independent pharmacies to patients 
worldwide. Canadian Drugs Canada Pharmacy  connects millions of customers internationally 
in over 85 countries from Europe to Africa and America to the Middle East and multiple 
international Pharmacy Partners in Canada. 

Customers can now purchase prescription medications online through Canada Pharmacy 
Online– affordable and 24/7 at the best prices available online. Amazon Prime members receive 
free two-day delivery and up to 80% savings when paying without insurance, with new 
prescription savings benefit 

CanadianPharmacy recently announced their new updates in pricing and acquisition of 
their Canadian Pharmacy in Canada to help their customers save more money on their 
prescription medications. A Canadian Pharmacy procurement center with international 
distribution centers and a remote team and R&D offices in Australia, Canada, Europe Union, 
India, Mauritius New Zealand, Singapore, Turkey United Kingdom and the United States. 
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Canada Pharmacy introduces their Canadian website, allowing customers to complete an entire 
pharmacy from the comfort of their home. Using their services are simple and fast on their 
secured Online Canadian Pharmacy profile. Customers can add their information, manage their 
prescription purchases, and choose from multiple payment options before checking 
out. Creating a new account customers receive an instant credit on all of their online purchases 
and free shipping on orders Rx Drugs Canada Pharmacy to the United States. To learn more 
and get started, visit Canadian Pharmacy Online. 

This press release features international reviews. View the full release 
here: https://rxdrugscanadapharmacy.com /reviews/ 

Also a new limited time offer today, New Sign Ups can access additional savings on 
medications at Canada Drugs Pharmacy when purchasing any product, as well as saving more 
money on their prescription medications for fast shipping nationwide. The medication 
prescription savings saves customers up to 80% off generic and brand name medications. All 
customers will have immediate access to their prescription savings Canada Online Pharmacy, 
or can learn more at Rx Drugs Canada Pharmacy. 

Together the Canadian save customers thousands of dollars and make 
 it simple for customers to compare their prices with other online pharmacies. Now, filling 
prescriptions is as convenient as any other purchase on Rx Drugs Canada Pharmacy and they 
guarantee the the 
best prices and will match any price with their price beat guarantee 
on any other competitor price in Canada: 

• Medication and Customer Confidence:The customer browsing experience that 
international customers have long experienced makes 
it simple to find any medications they are seeking – and in branded 
and generic versions at unbeatable prices, and different quantities and dosages – all 
available from Canada Pharmacy Online through their pharmacy. Before checking out 
customers can use their free coupon 
code and use the additional available savings instantly with any product 
purchase and save on their prescriptions to get the their lowest 
price option. 

• Access Fully Personalized Quality Care: Customers have online 
self-service help options and the option of connecting with live support product 
specialists for customer care 24/7 at any time. Friendly and knowledgeable product 
specialists are available all day every day to answer questions about their medications. 

• Website Design And Experience: Rx Drugs Canada Pharmacy was launched and 
designed professionally to provide customers first hand simple experience – bringing 
customer satisfaction to an online portal that can be overwhelming. This professional 
new online Canadian Pharmacy has been developed in a simple and straightforward 
manner to make it easy for anyone who needs a prescription to make a purchase 
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without confusion. Customers order their prescription medication online for the lowest 
available price, and have their orders processed using a safe prescription dispensing 
process. 

• Seamless Online Ordering Process: More and more people are now working from 
home, and have experienced the convenient options of ordering any type of product and 
service from the comfort of their home. An online pharmacy is an important addition, and 
has has provided exceptional pharmacy procurement services for individuals worldwide 
seeking to buy their medications at affordable prices. Now, Rx Drugs Canada Pharmacy 
is introducing their online procurement center to offer their North American customers 
the best prices to help more and more customers save more money, simplify their 
lifestyles and order products from the comfort of their home. 

Rx Drugs Canada Pharmacy understands the importance of access to Americans to purchase 
affordable medication online, and they believe their customers will find tremendous value 
with Canadian Pharmacy and benefit from the savings they will receive shopping online. Rx 
Drugs Canada Pharmacy is all about saving their customers money, make it affordable and 
more convenient all day every day to order their prescriptions online. Rx Drugs Canada 
Pharmacy, are excited to extend extend incredible savings, seamless online ordering process 
for a variety of medical conditions ranging from Ed Medications, Generic 
Medication and Brand Medication and an extensive selection of Prescription Drugs and a 
wide selection of Pet Medications for fast and free delivery to their customers. 

About Our Online Pharmacy Services 

Rx Drugs Canada Pharmacy allows customers to order prescription medications for home 
delivery. All customer orders are delivered in discreet packaging to the customer’s preferred 
address. All Medications require a valid prescription from a licensed healthcare practitioner 
licensed by law to administer prescription from their place of residency. 
 
Rx Drugs Canada Pharmacy does not ship any medication to Canada, nor do they 
dispense any medications from Canada. Rx Drugs Canada Pharmacy securely manages all 
customer personal information in full compliance with their contracted global network of 
dispensing licensed 
pharmacies as required by their local government regulatory authority in their country of origin, 
and does not share any of their customers Health Information outside of the dispensing 
pharmacy for advertising or marketing purposes without clear permission from the customer. Rx 
Drugs Canada Pharmacy does not ship any controlled medications. 

Canadian Online Pharmacy Savings gives customers access to the 
lowest prices on many of the international brand name and generic prescription medications. In 
addition to the savings customers receive a tremendous amount of savings from their discounts 
and up to 80% off generic and brand name medications nationwide. Rx Drugs Canada 
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Pharmacy’s goal is to grow together with their customers. They are focused on saving their 
patients money, so many of their customers would benefit from their services. As their 
customers do well, they do 
well growing their North American online business. Ultimately, their customers’ savings  = our 
growth. So the benefits to being and Rx Drugs Canada Pharmacy customer are of no additional 
cost to their customers. For their customers’ reward, they will recommend their services, be a 
good human, refer their services to their friends and business associates, and they will save yu 
a lot of money Pretty simple, really. 
 
Rx Drugs Canada Pharmacy Prices More Affordable 

The high cost of prescription drugs continues to be a top concern for United States consumers. 
Prescription medications are much more affordable in other parts of the world. 

Rx Drugs Canada Pharmacy offers medication at substantially reduced prices  saving you up to 
80%. So why are their prices cheaper? 

In some countries the government is prohibited by law from negotiating prices such as Medicare 
in the USA and some of the other government programs. New drugs are issued a patent giving 
the drug company a monopoly on sale of the drug for 20 years. The drug company is free 
 to set whatever price it likes for prescription drugs. Prices are then negotiated between 
insurance companies and manufacturers. 

In short, drug prices at Rx Drugs Canada Pharmacy  are lower because they work with 
pharmacies in countries whose government regulates the price of both brand name, and generic 
drugs. A review board decides on pricing and what they believe are reasonable or excessive 
prices. If a drug is priced too high, they will not allow it on the drug formulary. 

At Rx Drugs Canada Pharmacy before a  prescription drug is available it must be approved by 
the country’s regulatory health board, and must be scientifically reviewed to make certain that it 
can do what it is supposed to do. 

The U.S. and Canadian systems each present two very different models for drug pricing, neither 
of which is reasonable. The Canadian system does not allow incentive for new drugs to be 
created. The Canadian system results in higher pricing for brand name drugs, and as a result 
over 1.4 million prescriptions are filled every day using Generic Medicines. According to 
the Canadian Generic Pharmaceutical Association: CGPA Generic Medicines have Same 
Quality as Brand-name, Same Safety as Brand-name and Same Efficacy as Brand-name and 
the same active ingredients. Brand-name medicine and Generic-name medicine work the 
same way in the body and have the same amount of active ingredient in the prescription. 
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The American system on the other hand results in extremely high unaffordable prices for the 
average American. Even those with private, employer funded health insurance gasp at the price 
of some prescription medications. After learning that the same medicine is available online at a 
substantially reduced price often produces other emotional reactions from surprise to anger. 

Rx Drugs Canada Pharmacy figured that there were other customers out there that felt the 
same way they did: 

• that the medication pricing their competitors charged wasn’t attractive for many use-
cases 

• that just because there are hundreds of known competitors, it didn’t mean they had to 
target their customers to gain market share, they could enter and help to grow the size of 
the pie, not the size of their slice. 

At Rx Drugs Canada Pharmacy they save their customers more money by keeping their prices 
affordable, keeping their overheads low, and pass the savings on to their customers, so they 
have the confidence they need to choose us Rx Drugs Canada Pharmacy over the competition. 
Every time. 

About Rx Drugs Canada Pharmacy 

Rx Drugs Canada Pharmacy is guided by five principles: customer satisfaction not competitor 
focus, passion for helping their customers save money, commitment to quality of service, and a 
keen desire to keep prices affordable and pass on the savings to their loyal customers. 
For more information, visit RxDrugsCanadaPharmacy.com/about-us  

IN SUMMARY 

That was a long read, but hopefully you now know Rx Drugs Canada Pharmacy a little better. 

Now, if you are thinking of ordering your medication online, even in the smallest quantity, and 
you think that you can get a better price and service elsewhere, and can provide a better 
service; then they say go for it! 

Don’t believe the myths out there about accreditation by independently owned non-government 
voluntary accreditation programs. They are not associated with or mandated by any 
governmental body. And in most cases have a beneficial and vested interest in the pharmacies 
whom they have accredited with their own seal of approval. The laws, regulations, policies and 
practices governing international pharmacies vary from country to country. Read the fine print 
and don’t listen to the negative press releases put out by these associations or naysayers, they 
don’t know any more than you do – and often less. All our suppliers and contracted associate  
pharmacies adhere to strict  guidelines of the Ministry of Health in their country of origin.   
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Rx Drugs Canada Pharmacy customers have spoken loud and clear, their  exceptional service 
is their channel of choice – and one needs to be where their customers are, when customers 
need them the most.  

View source version on businessnewswire.com: https://rxdrugscanada.com/blog/ 

Source: RxDrugsCanada.com. 
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